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About DMI	Industry Advisory Council →Meet the change makers from top global brands who help shape our courses.

	Careers →Join our passionate team empowering marketers around the world.

	Press & Media →Recent press and media releases to delve into about DMI’s latest developments.




Partners	University Partnership →Partner with us to provide your students with industry-validated content and certifications.

	Training Provider Partnership →Partner with us to add globally recognised digital marketing certifications to your portfolio.

	Partner Network →Discover the organisations preparing their students for career success.

	Partner Success Stories →Learn how our partners gained a competitive edge with our digital programs.




Contact





Sign In[image: DMI Logo][image: DMI Logo]
	CoursesCourses
DMI Pro→
Perfect for career switchers, business owners and marketing managers.

DMI Pro + AMA Dual Certification→
Perfect for career switchers, business owners and marketing managers.

DMI Expert→
Designed for marketing professionals looking to drive business growth and commercial success in a senior role.

DMI Expert + AMA Dual Certification→
Designed for marketing professionals looking to drive business growth and commercial success in a senior role.

Masters (MSc) in Digital Marketing→
Master your digital marketing skills and elevate your career with BPP’s Master's Programme taught by industry experts and the top practitioners in their fields globally.


Certified Specialisms
Social Media Marketing→
Perfect for those looking to fully grasp the social media landscape.

Search Marketing→
Sharpen your search marketing strategy from SEO and PPC to analytics.

Digital Marketing Strategy & Leadership→
For experienced digital marketers ready to work more strategically.

Digital Marketing Apprenticeship→
Designed for junior marketers to cover all aspects of modern marketing.
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Short Courses
AI in Digital MarketingNEW
Learn the fundamentals of AI, understand and implement AI data-driven marketing.

Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
Rank better in search results through a mix of SEO strategies to make it easy for the right people to find you.

Paid Search (PPC)
Develop PPC campaigns by understanding keywords, binding and budget.

Social Media Marketing
The perfect intro exploring today's rapidly changing social media landscape.

Digital Strategy
Discover the fundamentals of a developing a digital strategy.

More...
Explore the rest of our short courses covering a wide range of topics.








	Certification
	Membership
	For Universities
	For Business
	ResourcesResources
DMI Blog→Articles that delve into everything you need to be a digital marketing pro.
Micro-Lessons→Short, focused lessons designed to get a taste of a specific topic.
Webinars→Explore the latest tips and tools from industry experts with DMI webinars.
Ebooks & Guides→Guides to help you map out successful digital marketing strategies.
Podcasts→Listen to discover practical digital marketing insights you can apply today.
Test Your Skills→Check how strong your digital skills are with our free online test.
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	Our Courses

	Why Choose DMI

	Customers Reviews





THE GLOBALSTANDARD INDIGITAL MARKETING CERTIFICATION
The Digital Marketing Institute delivers unparalleled learning experiences. Gain an internationally recognized digital marketing certification. Develop your digital skills and advance your marketing career.

All courses have a Free AI Short Course worth [price:TRACK_AIFDM-std].

USA Exclusive- In partnership with the American Marketing Association you now gain two certifications from one powerful course.

View Courses →
View CourseView Other Courses
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Proven Global Standard
300,000+ members. 15 years of excellence
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Self Paced Learning - 100% Online
Learn Anytime. Learn Anywhere


[image: Certification]
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Career Defining Certification
79% got promoted. 65% got a salary increase




Our Alumni work for some of the world’s leading companies: 
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Partnering with the world's leading universities and companies:
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Partnering with the world's leading universities and companies:
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Explore our most popular courses

View all courses (19) →


[image: Pro Course]
Professional Diploma in Digital Marketing
Certified Digital Marketing Professional
30 Hours • Self-Paced
[price:PRO-std/30][price:PRO-std]30% OFF
Download Brochure

View Course


[image: AMA and DMI Pro Course]DMI + AMA Professional Certificate in Digital Marketing
30 Hours • Self-Paced
[price:PRO_AMA-std/30][price:PRO_AMA-std]30% OFF
Download Brochure

View Course



[image: Expert Course Image]Masters (MSc) in Digital Marketing
24 Months • Self-Paced
[price:MASTER-base/15][price:MASTER-base]15% OFF
[price:MASTER-base]
Download Brochure

View Course


[image: AMA and DMI Expert Course]DMI + AMA Certified Digital Marketing Expert
44 Weeks • Self-Paced
[price:EXPERT_AMA-std/30][price:EXPERT_AMA-std]30% OFF
Download Brochure

View Course



[image: ]Certified Search Marketing Specialist
30 Hours • Self-Paced
[price:SP_SM-std/30][price:SP_SM-std]30% OFF
[price:SP_SM-std]
Download Brochure

View Course
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AI In Digital Marketing
5.5 Hours • Self-Paced
[price:TRACK_AIFDM-std]
View CourseBuy Now







How can a DMI Certification fast-track your career?



[image: 75% Employability]
75% of employers say that candidates with a DMI certification on their CV have an increased chance of getting hired. **


[image: Salary Increased]
Graduates got an average €11k salary increase after completing a DMI course. *

[image: Salary Increased]
Graduates got an average $12k salary increase after completing a DMI course. *

[image: Salary Increased]
Graduates got an average £9k salary increase after completing a DMI course. *

[image: Salary Increased]
Graduates got an average CA$16k salary increase after completing a DMI course. *

[image: Salary Increased]
Graduates got an average AUS$18k salary increase after completing a DMI course. *


[image: 79% Promoted]
79% got a promotion 6 months after completing a DMI course. *



*2022 Graduate Survey. ** 2023 Chief Marketing Officer Survey





Explore All Courses →







300,000+ members trust DMI to power up their careers



→

DMI PRO
Jonathan Owen
✓

Copywriter
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Illuminating


I looked around and DMI looked like the best option. A good set of lecturers with excellent experience in the industry, well-presented learning, plus the Continuous Professional Development element.I looked around and DMI looked like the best option. A good set of lecturers with excellent experien...
Continue Reading
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Google Reviews
Great institution for learning


 This is a great institution for learning and brushing up on digital ma...
More Google Reviews
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Google Reviews
Excellent!


 Excellent course materials that take one's career to the next level






Join 70,000+ certified professionals who trust DMI to elevate their career.
Explore All Courses →
Success Stories →





DMI PRO
Kelly Herbst
✓

Senior Team Lead
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Very Tenured


I had heard a lot of reviews from people in the industry about the benefits of Digital Marketing Institute in this area. Additionally, the chance to learn from the very tenured lecturers that they have on staff was the main draw for me.I had heard a lot of reviews from people in the industry about the benefits of Digital Marketing Ins...
Continue Reading





DMI EXPERT
Gavin O’Leary
✓

Social Media Specialist
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 Internationally Recognized


After researching countless different courses online for months I felt that the Digital Marketing Institute offered me exactly what I was looking for. The module layout and delivery of lectures by industry professionals appealed to me. The internationally recognized programme was also a huge part in making my decision.After researching countless different courses online for months I felt that the Digital Marketing In...
Continue Reading





DMI MASTER
Anna Moldovan
✓

Industry Manager
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Great Learning Experience


After finishing my Masters, I took up a new role with Google! I now work as an industry manager, and I'm putting my digital skillset to good use.After finishing my Masters, I took up a new role with Google! I now work as an industry manager, and...
Continue Reading





DMI SPECIALIST
Charlee Grimson
✓

Digital Marketing Coordinator
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Helped Secure a Pay Rise


Since completing my course, I have been able to take on more solo projects surrounding SEO and have now taken on more paid advertising responsibilities. It also helped secure a pay rise which I was grateful for.Since completing my course, I have been able to take on more solo projects surrounding SEO and have ...
Continue Reading





DMI PRO
Davin Kelly
✓

Marketing Operations Specialist
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Exactly What I Was Looking For


The course came highly recommended by a friend and after researching various other digital marketing courses, the Digital Marketing Institute was an obvious choice for me.The course came highly recommended by a friend and after researching various other digital marketing...
Continue Reading





DMI PRO
Serena Piasti
✓

Brand & Marketing Manager
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Very Flexible Approach


I was impressed by the wide range of courses that the Digital Marketing Institute provides. I felt that the Professional Diploma was the best option for me because it involves all the relevant topics, but allows also a very flexible approach to study.I was impressed by the wide range of courses that the Digital Marketing Institute provides. I felt t...
Continue Reading





DMI PRO
Ayo Akpewe
✓

Digital Marketing Lecturer
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Insightful (THANK YOU)


After researching the best places to study Digital Marketing, I chose DMI because the institute had the best reviews and was the most popular with Digital Marketing professionals.After researching the best places to study Digital Marketing, I chose DMI because the institute had ...
Continue Reading





DMI EXPERT
Sean Burford
✓

Tech Sales
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Fantastic


Everything is going digital now and it is a digital age we live in so I wanted to stay up to speed with the times and learn new skills that would make me stand out amongst the crowd.Everything is going digital now and it is a digital age we live in so I wanted to stay up to speed w...
Continue Reading





DMI PRO
Sinead Holmes
✓

Digital Design
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Fundamental!


I was impressed by the wide range of courses that the Digital Marketing Institute provides. I felt that the Professional Diploma was the best option for me because it involves all the relevant topics, but allows also a very flexible approach to study.I was impressed by the wide range of courses that the Digital Marketing Institute provides. I felt t...
Continue Reading





DMI PRO
Vivek Sagar
✓

Assistant Marketing Manager
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Enriching!


I am now an Assistant Marketing Manager! With the knowledge gained, I am now able to form, implement & analyze a marketing strategy integrating digital and traditional marketing channels. I can analyze website traffic and manage it much more efficiently.I am now an Assistant Marketing Manager! With the knowledge gained, I am now able to form, implement...
Continue Reading





DMI PRO
David Lacy
✓
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Empowering


I came across the Digital Marketing Institute website while doing some research and found that the diploma advertised was the right fit for my work-life balance commitments. Having the ability to study at my own pace was a big advantage.I came across the Digital Marketing Institute website while doing some research and found that the d...
Continue Reading
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Google Reviews
Great communication


 Had a great experience with the communication team at DMI - from day 1...
More Google Reviews





DMI PRO
Aleksandra Nenadovic
✓

Corporate Communications Manager
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Taught By Amazing People


To all future students of the Digital Marketing Institute – do not think twice, definitely attend! The Digital Marketing Institute's courses are taught by amazing people, very professional and experienced mentors and trainers, amazing crowd to know and be around. To all future students of the Digital Marketing Institute – do not think twice, definitely attend! T...
Continue Reading
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Google Reviews
DMI have the tools


 DMI have me all the tools I need to pursue a career in Digital Marketi...
More Google Reviews





DMI PRO
Jonathan Owen
✓

Copywriter
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Illuminating


I looked around and DMI looked like the best option. A good set of lecturers with excellent experience in the industry, well-presented learning, plus the Continuous Professional Development element.I looked around and DMI looked like the best option. A good set of lecturers with excellent experien...
Continue Reading
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Google Reviews
Great institution for learning


 This is a great institution for learning and brushing up on digital ma...
More Google Reviews
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Google Reviews
Excellent!


 Excellent course materials that take one's career to the next level






Join 70,000+ certified professionals who trust DMI to elevate their career.
Explore All Courses →
Success Stories →





DMI PRO
Kelly Herbst
✓

Senior Team Lead
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Very Tenured


I had heard a lot of reviews from people in the industry about the benefits of Digital Marketing Institute in this area. Additionally, the chance to learn from the very tenured lecturers that they have on staff was the main draw for me.I had heard a lot of reviews from people in the industry about the benefits of Digital Marketing Ins...
Continue Reading





DMI EXPERT
Gavin O’Leary
✓

Social Media Specialist
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 Internationally Recognized


After researching countless different courses online for months I felt that the Digital Marketing Institute offered me exactly what I was looking for. The module layout and delivery of lectures by industry professionals appealed to me. The internationally recognized programme was also a huge part in making my decision.After researching countless different courses online for months I felt that the Digital Marketing In...
Continue Reading





DMI MASTER
Anna Moldovan
✓

Industry Manager
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Great Learning Experience


After finishing my Masters, I took up a new role with Google! I now work as an industry manager, and I'm putting my digital skillset to good use.After finishing my Masters, I took up a new role with Google! I now work as an industry manager, and...
Continue Reading





DMI SPECIALIST
Charlee Grimson
✓

Digital Marketing Coordinator
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Helped Secure a Pay Rise


Since completing my course, I have been able to take on more solo projects surrounding SEO and have now taken on more paid advertising responsibilities. It also helped secure a pay rise which I was grateful for.Since completing my course, I have been able to take on more solo projects surrounding SEO and have ...
Continue Reading





DMI PRO
Davin Kelly
✓

Marketing Operations Specialist
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Exactly What I Was Looking For


The course came highly recommended by a friend and after researching various other digital marketing courses, the Digital Marketing Institute was an obvious choice for me.The course came highly recommended by a friend and after researching various other digital marketing...
Continue Reading





DMI PRO
Serena Piasti
✓

Brand & Marketing Manager
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Very Flexible Approach


I was impressed by the wide range of courses that the Digital Marketing Institute provides. I felt that the Professional Diploma was the best option for me because it involves all the relevant topics, but allows also a very flexible approach to study.I was impressed by the wide range of courses that the Digital Marketing Institute provides. I felt t...
Continue Reading





DMI PRO
Ayo Akpewe
✓

Digital Marketing Lecturer
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Insightful (THANK YOU)


After researching the best places to study Digital Marketing, I chose DMI because the institute had the best reviews and was the most popular with Digital Marketing professionals.After researching the best places to study Digital Marketing, I chose DMI because the institute had ...
Continue Reading





DMI EXPERT
Sean Burford
✓

Tech Sales
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Fantastic


Everything is going digital now and it is a digital age we live in so I wanted to stay up to speed with the times and learn new skills that would make me stand out amongst the crowd.Everything is going digital now and it is a digital age we live in so I wanted to stay up to speed w...
Continue Reading





DMI PRO
Sinead Holmes
✓

Digital Design
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Fundamental!


I was impressed by the wide range of courses that the Digital Marketing Institute provides. I felt that the Professional Diploma was the best option for me because it involves all the relevant topics, but allows also a very flexible approach to study.I was impressed by the wide range of courses that the Digital Marketing Institute provides. I felt t...
Continue Reading





DMI PRO
Vivek Sagar
✓

Assistant Marketing Manager
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Enriching!


I am now an Assistant Marketing Manager! With the knowledge gained, I am now able to form, implement & analyze a marketing strategy integrating digital and traditional marketing channels. I can analyze website traffic and manage it much more efficiently.I am now an Assistant Marketing Manager! With the knowledge gained, I am now able to form, implement...
Continue Reading





DMI PRO
David Lacy
✓
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Empowering


I came across the Digital Marketing Institute website while doing some research and found that the diploma advertised was the right fit for my work-life balance commitments. Having the ability to study at my own pace was a big advantage.I came across the Digital Marketing Institute website while doing some research and found that the d...
Continue Reading
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Google Reviews
Great communication


 Had a great experience with the communication team at DMI - from day 1...
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DMI PRO
Aleksandra Nenadovic
✓

Corporate Communications Manager
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Taught By Amazing People


To all future students of the Digital Marketing Institute – do not think twice, definitely attend! The Digital Marketing Institute's courses are taught by amazing people, very professional and experienced mentors and trainers, amazing crowd to know and be around. To all future students of the Digital Marketing Institute – do not think twice, definitely attend! T...
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DMI have the tools
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DMI PRO
Jonathan Owen
✓

Copywriter
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Illuminating


I looked around and DMI looked like the best option. A good set of lecturers with excellent experience in the industry, well-presented learning, plus the Continuous Professional Development element.I looked around and DMI looked like the best option. A good set of lecturers with excellent experien...
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Great institution for learning


 This is a great institution for learning and brushing up on digital ma...
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Google Reviews
Excellent!


 Excellent course materials that take one's career to the next level






Join 70,000+ certified professionals who trust DMI to elevate their career.
Explore All Courses →
Success Stories →





DMI PRO
Kelly Herbst
✓

Senior Team Lead
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Very Tenured


I had heard a lot of reviews from people in the industry about the benefits of Digital Marketing Institute in this area. Additionally, the chance to learn from the very tenured lecturers that they have on staff was the main draw for me.I had heard a lot of reviews from people in the industry about the benefits of Digital Marketing Ins...
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Gavin O’Leary
✓
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 Internationally Recognized


After researching countless different courses online for months I felt that the Digital Marketing Institute offered me exactly what I was looking for. The module layout and delivery of lectures by industry professionals appealed to me. The internationally recognized programme was also a huge part in making my decision.After researching countless different courses online for months I felt that the Digital Marketing In...
Continue Reading
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Explore All Courses →
Success Stories  →




Get Certified.
 Stay Ahead.
Learn world-class knowledge. Develop skills in key marketing disciplines. From PPC to SEO, Analytics, Social Media and more. Join 300,000+ members. Get the skills that employers want and make your impact.


[image: Professional Certificates][image: DMI + AMA Professional Certificates]
[image: Short Course Tracks]



[image: Tick]All courses include exam, certification and FREE DMI membership so you can access more premium content and maintain your certification.




Why choose Digital Marketing Institute?

DMI is the proven global standard for digital marketing certification with 300,000+ members and over 70,000+ certified professionals.

We operate in 135+ countries and work with the global marketing teams of blue-chip brands and with the world's leading education brands. Our programs are developed with our council of leading global marketers, so they are built and validated by industry, for industry.
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What does DMI offer?

We provide a diverse range of courses encompassing digital marketing, search, social media analytics, UX, strategy and planning. 
Our membership library has the world’s largest library of on-demand Digital Marketing content including the latest trends and technology, micro lessons, tools and templates to help accelerate learning and ensure that you stay up to date with the latest developments in Digital Marketing.
Join 300,000 members for free.


Explore All Courses →
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Who are the DMI Programs for?

Whether you are a complete beginner looking to kick-start your digital marketing career, build specific skills to build your knowledge or fast-track your career success, we have a digital marketing course for you. 


Learn More →






Over 300,000+ members trust DMI to power up their careers



→

Great communication


Had a great experience with the communication team at DMI - from day 1 they were super accessible and availabl...
Continue Reading
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Google Reviews





Great Experience


Great experience. Very helpful to be able to study online and manage around work/family. The support team have...
Continue Reading
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Google Reviews





Information is exception


The information provided by DMI is exceptional.  The courses are relevant and easily digestable for the busy  ...
Continue Reading
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Google Reviews





Great Investment!


A worthwhile investment. I have already recommended DMI to two marketers that are former colleagues.
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Google Reviews





Great institution for learning.


This is a great institution for learning and brushing up on digital marketing - I highly recommend DMI if you'...
Continue Reading
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Google Reviews





Excellent!


Excellent course materials that take one's career to the next level
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Google Reviews





Very thorough


Very thorough with the amount of info provided with sign up. Affordable. Great course and overall some of the ...
Continue Reading
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Google Reviews





DMI have the tools


DMI have all the tools I need to pursue a career in Digital Marketing!! I will definitely be doing more course...
Continue Reading
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[image: Digital-Marketing-Apprenticeship]
Digital Marketing Apprenticeships

DMI is excited to partner with Estio, a leading provider of Digital Marketing Apprenticeships in the UK, to offer the Digital Marketing Apprenticeship Programme (Multichannel Marketer).

[image: ]
How It Works:
The apprenticeship programme costs £11,500, covered by the Apprenticeship Levy. If the company doesn’t pay the levy the government covers 95% of the costs, with the company only paying 5%.

[image: digital-marketing-apprenticeship-icon-duration]13 months + assessment

[image: digital-marketing-apprenticeship-icon-certification]Online Teaching, Coaching and Workplace Development

[image: digital-marketing-apprenticeship-icon-study-modes]Level 3 Multi-Channel Marketer & Certified Digital Marketing Professional by DMI


Download Brochure
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Professional Education

91% of employers prioritize professional industry certifications in their hiring decisions*. At Digital Marketing Institute, we collaborate with top-tier universities to shape cutting-edge course curricula. Our comprehensive certification not only distinguishes graduates but equips them with practical insights, propelling their career trajectory.

*Digital Skills Gap and Corporate Training Report 2023.


Learn More →




Our training is trusted by:
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Enterprise
Transform your 
Workforce
We've helped companies of all sizes 
digitally transform their marketing teams.

[image: Companies Helped]Learn more →
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